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Welcome to DISCOVER ADAC! Unlock potential, break boundaries, explore new sources of 

inspiration, reveal unseen possibilities, and create a vision that is authentic to you.

Event seating is limited. Check-in begins 10 minutes prior to each event and 
seating is available on a fi rst-come, fi rst-served basis. 

351 Peachtree Hills Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia

adacatlanta.com | 404.231.1720

@adacatlanta  #DESIGNADAC

HOSTED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

09.24– 09.26
DISCOVER ADAC

®



Tuesday September 24

NOON

Style Library and Grizzel & Mann invite you to a lunch and learn with Katy Olson from AD PRO as she sits down with designers 
Michael Mitchell and Tyler Hill of Mitchell-Hill, Tim Green of Tim Green Designs, and Tish Mills Kirk of Tish Interior Design for an 
in-depth conversation about the infl uence of historical patterns and design heritage on the style of interiors today.
Grizzel & Mann | Suite 120

@mitchellhillcharleston | @timgreendesigns | @tishmills | @stylelibraryusa | @archdigestpro | @archdigest | @grizzelandmann

LUNCH Back in Time for Future Design

10:00 AM

Throughout his illustrious career, Timothy Corrigan has established a 
look that is layered and detailed, while being suitable for the way 
people live today. Join Timothy in conversation with Jill Waage, Editor 
in Chief of Traditional Home, as they take an insider’s tour of Timothy’s 
new book, The New Elegance: Stylish, Comfortable Rooms for Today, 
which features eleven of his projects from around the world. Discover 
the building blocks of Timothy’s successful decoration, including scale 
and proportion, symmetry, architectural details, the power of color, 
drama lessons, art and mirrors, layering, comfort, and details.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium

Following the presentation, Sutherland Perennials Studio and Traditional 
Home invite you to a book signing reception celebrating Timothy 
Corrigan’s stunning new tome, The New Elegance: Designing Stylish, 
Comfortable Rooms for Today.
Sutherland Perennials Studio | Suite 227

@timothy_corrigan_inc | @traditionalhome
@davidsutherlandshowroom | @perennialsfabrics

The New Elegance
Keynote Presentation | Timothy Corrigan with Jill Waage
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Join Luxe Interiors + Design Editor in Chief, Pamela Jaccarino, and designers Jesse Carrier and Mara Miller of Carrier and 
Company Interiors, and Rush Jenkins and Klaus Baer of WRJ Design, for a lively discussion about designing refreshing homes with 
panache, style, and oomph! Discover the infl uences, ideas, and artistry that these design duos bring as they continue to beautify 
high-end interiors.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium

Following the presentation, join Pamela Jaccarino, Jesse Carrier and Mara Miller for a champagne toast to celebrate the 
Carriers’ new furniture collection for Century. In addition, Jesse, Mara, Rush Jenkins and Klaus Baer will be signing copies of their 
respective books, Carrier and Company: Positively Chic Interiors and Natural Elegance: Luxurious Mountain Living.
Century Furniture | Suite 212

@carrierandco | @wrjdesign | @luxemagazine | @centuryfurniture

1:00 PM Keep It Chic! Fabulously Stylish Spaces
Panel Discussion Sponsored by

NOON

Explore the evolving fusion of minimal design, high-performance 
cooking, and smart storage in kitchen design. Enjoy a light luncheon 
as The European Collection hosts an insider’s tour of emerging modern 
cabinet looks, as well as a live cooking demonstration on the newest 
offerings from Miele.
The European Collection | Suite 418

@theeuropeancollection

LUNCH The Ultimate Modern Kitchen

Unlock style.
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3:00 PM

4:30 PM

Female, Fierce, and Fabulous in Design
Panel Discussion

Creating Homes with Enduring Identity
Panel Discussion

AD PRO editor Katy Olson hosts an engaging discussion with women entrepreneurs Fawn Galli, Laura Kirar, and Janie Molster as 
they share lessons learned and their best advice for building a successful business in the largely male-dominated design
world. Mix and mingle with these powerhouses of the design industry during a reception following the panel, as Fawn signs her 
debut book, Magical Rooms: Elements of Interior Design.  
Baker | Suite 206

@fawngalliinteriors | @laurakirar | @janiemolsterdesigns | @archdigestpro | @archdigest | @bakerfurniture

Tuesday September 24

Sponsored by

Lauren Finney, Editor in Chief of Modern Luxury Interiors Atlanta and The Atlantan, sits down for a conversation with author and 
designer Eric Ross of Eric Ross Interiors in Nashville, Tennessee, and lifestyle expert Emily McCarthy from Savannah, Georgia, 
to explore how designers are creating the legacy homes of tomorrow through their personal branding. Using his own home, 
Boxwood Hill, as an example, discover how Eric, with Emily’s input, developed the story of his family’s home in an authentic way 
that is now an enduring symbol of Southern hospitality.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium

After the presentation, Fabricut invites you to a reception as Eric Ross signs copies of his new book, Enduring Southern Homes.
Fabricut | Suite 307

@ericrossinteriors | @emilyjmccarthy | @mlinteriorsatl | @ theatlantan | @fabricut

Sponsored by &
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Tuesday September 24 Unlock style.

There is nothing quite like the community of showrooms, 
commercial and residential designers, architects, framers, 
artisans, and chefs that make up the creative enclave of 

ADAC West. Back by popular demand, for a third year in 
a row, the ADAC West Sip and Stroll is the ideal way to 

connect with the people and products that make up one of 
the Southeast’s most unique design resources. Celebrate 
the finale of the first day of DISCOVER ADAC as you sip 
delicious cocktails and stroll with friends and colleagues 

new and old.

Suite A1, JANUS et Cie | @janusetcie 
Suite A6, Peacock Alley | @peacockalley
Suite A7, Electronic Home | @EHAtlanta 

Suite B2, Context Gallery | @contextgallery
Suite B2B, Bell Cabinetry & Design | @bellcabinetryanddesign

 Suite B5A, Matthew Quinn Collection | 
@matthewquinncollection

Suite C3B, Renaissance Tile & Bath | @rentile
Suite C4B | Brooks & Black Fine Framing, Inc. 

@atlmaghome  | @atlantamagazine

ADAC West Sip & Stroll

5:30 PM

&Sponsored by
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Timothy Corrigan’s latest collection for Schumacher speaks to the return of traditional, 
layered rooms where color and pattern comingle, and comfort is key. The blend of 
European refinement and California warmth create stylish, sophisticated schemes. 
Schumacher invites you to enjoy breakfast with Timothy and start your day with new 
design inspirations.
Schumacher | Suite 303

@timothy_corrigan_inc| @schumacher1889

Breakfast with Timothy Corrigan

Wednesday September 25

9:00 AM



Wednesday September 25

10:00 AM The Seekers of New Design—Near And Far
Panel Discussion

The most creative designers today are what might best be referred to as Seekers—independent thinkers who have the ability to 
make changes in the world of design. Three inspiring and noted design Seekers working now are Lisa Fine, author of the new 
book, Near & Far: Interiors I Love, Carolina Irving, and Penny Morrison. Like all true Seekers, they travel the world constantly, 
observe it, and incorporate what they see into their work and products. As MILIEU recognizes its fi rst annual list of Seekers this fall, 
Leslie Newsom Rascoe, MILIEU’s Design Director, will host these visionary designers, exploring in Lisa’s new book, their passions, 
their secrets, and their visions for what they design and make.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium

MILIEU and Travis & Company invite you to a reception following the presentation. While in the showroom, view the latest fabric
collections from Penny Morrison, Lisa Fine, and Carolina Irving; and shop Carolina’s tabletop Pop-up Shop, as Lisa signs copies 
of her new book, Near & Far: Interiors I Love.
Travis & Company | Suite 128

@lisafi netextiles | @carolinairving | @penny_morrison_accessories | @milieumag | @travisandcompany

Sponsored by
®

Have lunch with Joni Vanderslice, President of J. Banks Design Group, 
and Kate Abney, Homes Editor for the Southeast edition of Luxe 
Interiors + Design, as they discuss the launch of Joni’s nature-inspired 
collection with New Ravenna, available through Renaissance 
Tile & Bath showrooms. With motifs echoing natural elements, the 
line brings the outdoors in – a direct refl ection of the fi rm’s design 
philosophy of home as resort, resort as home.
Renaissance Tile & Bath | ADAC West | Suite C3B

@jbanksdesign| @luxemagazine | @rentile

LUNCH Mosaics Inspired by NatureNOON Sponsored by
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PINDLER is serving up a combination of new product introductions 
and tried-and-true, crowd-pleasing, designer favorites. Fill up on 
heaping helpings of inspiration while enjoying a lunch of southern 
comfort fare that is sure to satisfy.
PINDLER | Suite 211

@pindlercorp

LUNCH Inspiration and Southern FareNOON

Unlock style.

Enjoy a visit to the JANUS et Cie showroom as they toast 
DISCOVER ADAC with a chic Sip & Cie! Sip Champagne while 
browsing their Fall 2019 collections with stunning new introductions 
by Patricia Urquiola and André Fu.
JANUS et Cie | ADAC West | Suite A1

@janusetcie

Sip & CieNOON

1:00 PM

How long will it take? How much will it cost? And can you paint your 
cabinets a playful color or will that go out of style in five seconds? 
When House Beautiful Editorial Director Joanna Saltz decided to 
renovate her family kitchen, she had a LOT of questions—and found all 
the answers in Michigan-based designer Jean Stoffer. Join the two of 
them to learn all the things Jo wished she knew before they embarked 
on this labor of love together.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium

Following the afternoon panel discussion, please join Jean Stoffer and 
House Beautiful’s Joanna Saltz at the Made Goods showroom. While 
in the showroom, be sure to check out the latest Made Goods and 
Pigeon & Poodle collections.
Made Goods | Suite 403

@jeanstofferdesign| @josaltz | @housebeautiful | @madegoods

Renovating My Kitchen
Keynote Presentation | Jean Stoffer with Joanna Saltz

Sponsored by
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Wednesday September 25

3:00 PM Hospitality at Home: The Inviting House
Panel Discussion

Kaitlin Petersen, Editor in Chief of Business of Home, joins Susan Sully, author of Southern Hospitality at Home: The Art of 
Gracious Living and two of the remarkable talents featured in the book, designer Susan Bozeman of Susan B. Bozeman Design 
and architect, Norman Askins of Norman Davenport Askins Architect, to discuss what makes a house inviting. Inspired by Southern 
hospitality, the conversation delves into how to imbue each space in a home, from porch to powder room, with essential elements 
designed to pamper guests. Enjoy refreshments during a book signing with Susan Sully immediately following the presentation.
Kravet Inc | Suite 106

@susan.sully | @susanbbozemandesigns | @normanaskins | @businessofhome | @kravetinc

Sponsored by

4:00 PM Southern Women Talk Signature Style
Panel Discussion

Join Garden & Gun for an intimate discussion with three visionaries of Southern design, each known for their distinctive point of 
view: Betsy Berry of Charleston’s B. Berry Interiors, Jacksonville’s Phoebe Howard, and Birmingham’s Fran Keenan of Fran Keenan 
Design. Moderated by Garden & Gun Style Director, Haskell Harris, and Andrea Moattar of Moattar, the panel will discuss the 
importance of personality, layers, history, and storytelling to create inviting rooms with style, substance, and soul.
Moattar | Suite 314

@bberryinteriors | @phoebehoward_decorator | @frankeenandesign | @gardenandgun| @moattarltd
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Unlock style.

To celebrate the grand opening of the UpCountry Home showroom, 
the conversation continues with a reception in the newly expanded 
space. Further honoring women in design, the gathering toasts 
Southern tastemakers over cocktails and light hors d’oeuvres, while 
Haskell Harris, Betsy Berry, Phoebe Howard, and Fran Keenan share 
their tips for designing a home fi t for entertaining.
UpCountry Home | Suite 401

@gardenandgun |@upcountryhome

5:00 PM Sponsored byUpCountry Home
Grand Opening Celebration

ADAC’s Fourth Floor Showrooms are throwing open their doors for a fun fi lled fl oor party featuring music in the 
hallways and signature beverages and bites at every stop along the way. This an ideal opportunity to visit your 

favorite showrooms or familiarize yourself with new resources in a relaxed setting where you can’t help but have fun. 
There will be fabulous giveaways too, so get ready to meet, to mingle, and to be inspired.

Arc-Com | Suite 411 | @arccomfabrics • Englishman’s Fine Furniture | Suite 417 | @englishmansfi nefurnishings

The European Collection | Suite 418 | @theeuropeancollection • Habachy Designs + Atelier | Suite 422 | @habachydesigns

Jerry Pair | Suite 412 | @jerrypair • Made Goods | Suite  403 | @madegoods

Minotti by HA Modern | Suite 413 | @minottibyhamodern • Scalamandré | Suite 407 | @scalamandre

Showroom 58 | Suite 426 | @showroom58atl • Southern Design Source | Suite 406 | @southerndesignsource

Theodore Alexander | Suite 402 | @theodore_alexander_offi cial • Upcountry Home | Suite 401 | @upcountryhome

ADAC: After Hours | Tour de Fourth!

5:30 PM

DISCOVER ADAC 10



Thursday September 26

10:00 AM Modern English
Panel Discussion

Fresh, fearless, and wildly innovative: the UK’s design scene is heating up, and from the looks of it, the creative powerhouses 
across the pond are just getting started. The illuminating panel covers the rising infl uence of British design and explores its growing 
impact on everything from textiles to furniture. Join London-based designer Beata Heuman; artist, designer, and English expat 
Aldous Bertram; American designer Stewart Manger; and VERANDA deputy editor Ellen McGauley as they discuss modern 
interpretations of classic English decorating, and how they’re shaping the global design community.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium

Please join Beata Heuman, Aldous Bertram, Stewart Manger, and VERANDA’s Ellen McGauley at the Cowtan & Tout showroom
following the morning panel discussion. While in the showroom, be sure to check out their newest collections.
Cowtan & Tout | Suite 225

@beataheuman | @aldousbertram | @stewartmangerdesign | @verandamag | @cowtanandtout

Sponsored by

Join Wendy Goodman, Design Editor of New York Magazine, for a lively lunchtime conversation with some of the world’s 
leading designers who are revolutionizing the future of design - The Perfect Room Founder, Kathryn M. Ireland, and the site’s 
featured designers, Martyn Lawrence Bullard and Alessandra Branca.
The Shade Store | Suite 306

@kathrynmireland | @martynbullard | @abranca | @nymag | @theshadestore

NOON LUNCH The Changing World of Design
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Unlock style.

1:00 PM

Los Angeles-based designer and self-proclaimed style icon Madeline 
Stuart joins Elizabeth Ralls, Editor in Chief of Atlanta Homes & Lifestyles, 
to discuss the time-honored tradition of Hunting and Gathering. With her 
trademark humor and passion, Madeline will present imagery from her 
newly-released book, No Place Like Home, and discuss the fi ne art—and 
highly rewarding challenge—of going hither and yon to ferret out unusual 
items, quirky elements, and extraordinary, one-of-a-kind pieces that can 
completely transform a space.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium
Jerry Pair invites you to a reception following the presentation as 
Madeline Stuart signs copies of her book, No Place Like Home. While in 
the showroom, preview furniture from the Madeline Stuart Collection.
Jerry Pair | Suite 508

@madelinedstuart | @atlantahomesmag | @jerrypair 

Seek and Ye Shall Find
Madeline Stuart with Elizabeth Ralls Sponsored by

3:00 PM Entertaining: The Total Package
Panel Discussion

Explore every aspect of entertaining, including the most attractive and exciting new kitchen elements, easy and exotic dishes 
and techniques, do’s and don’ts for a gorgeous gathering, and simple and impactful fl owers. Margot Shaw, Editor in Chief of 
FLOWER magazine and author of Living Floral, is joined in conversation by James Beard Award-winning chef, Chris Hastings; 
tastemaker and event designer extraordinaire, Tara Guérard; and nationally renowned kitchen designer, Matthew Quinn for a 
360 view of entertaining in inimitable Southern style.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium

Following the discussion, celebrate the close of DISCOVER ADAC with a reception and book signing in Matthew Quinn’s 
showroom, Design Galleria Kitchen & Bath Studio. Stock your library as Margot Shaw signs copies of Living Floral: Entertaining 
and Decorating with Flowers; Chris Hastings signs Hot and Hot Fish Club Cookbook: A Celebration of Food, Family, and 
Traditions; and Tara Guérard signs Weddings by Tara Guérard.
Design Galleria Kitchen & Bath Studio | Suite 234

@chrishastings00 | @taraguerard | @matthewquinndesign | @fl owermagazine | @designgalleriakitchenandbath

Sponsored by
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POP UP SHOPS

Tuesday, September 24
Garland Bags by Lindsay Thomas

Tuesday, September 24 – Thursday, September 26
Carolina Irving and Daughters Tabletop

Peruse a selection of handmade clutch purses made from Schumacher fabrics and unique, 
often vintage, decorative pieces. Most Garland Bags clutches are one of a kind.
Schumacher | Suite 303

@garlandbags | @schumacher_atlanta

Shop bespoke dinnerware, tablecloths, placemats, napkins, and candlesticks. Designed by 
Carolina Irving and her daughters, Ariadne and Olympia, and inspired by their travels and 
love for color and culture, each item is handmade and curated in Portugal and Spain.
Travis & Company | Suite 128

@carolinairving_and_daughters | @travisandcompany

ADAC
SERVES UP STYLE

ADAC + ADAC WEST SHOWROOMS

From lavish spreads to quiet tables for two….and possibly 
even a recreation of a favorite movie set, participating 

showrooms at ADAC and ADAC West are ready to unveil 
themed tablescapes designed to inspire ideas for stylish 
entertaining on any occasion. During DISCOVER ADAC, 

explore new ways to make guests feel welcome and 
delight in ideas you can use to create memorable and 

magical moments in life.

#adacservesupstyle



One week. Two design destinations.
September 23 – September 26, 2019

For the � rst time ever, ADAC and AmericasMart have 
joined forces to host a week-long celebration of style. 
Experience unparalleled product selection coupled with 
presentations, book signings, panel discussions, and 
parties with top design talents and industry leaders.

In addition to DISCOVER ADAC, AmericasMart’s Fall 
Design Week Featuring Gift & Home has a full schedule 
of events focusing on educational seminars 
and networking opportunities aimed at 
helping designers and retailers take their 
businesses to the next level.

Learn More and Stay up to Date: 
AmericasMart.com/FallDesignWeek

FALL DESIGN WEEK
Featuring Gift + Home

Featuring Gift + Home

Atlanta is your ultimate design 
destination this September.

Experience the Southeast’s most 
comprehensive design resource.



adacatlanta.com

@adacatlanta  #DISCOVERADAC


